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Abstract 

Seedlings of direct sowing sugar beet cultivation are vulnerable to wind injury in the early stage of 

germination. Seedbeds prepared to shelter the young seedlings from strong wind are a possible wind 

damage countermeasure. In the present study， effect of a wind-proof seedbed that has A-shaped ridges at 

both sides of the sowing position on wind proofing was examined by wind tunnel tests. Measurements 

were made of vertical wind velocity profile using hot-wire method， and of wind velocity vector using 

particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique in the vicinity of a wind-proof seedbed model. Wind flow 

characteristics above the seedbed were also modeled and simulated by Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) modeling. Based on the measured and simulated data， a seeder-mounted ridger was developed 

which can form the wind-proof seedbed with the A-shaped ridges with height of 5 cm. Field tests were 

conducted to measure and compare the wind velocity at different heights above the sowing position of the 

wind】proofseedbeds and conventional seedbeds. Test results showed that the wind velocity at an 

elevation of 1 cm above the sowing position of the wind目proofseedbed was reduced by 60 % in comparison 

with that of the conventional seedbed 

[Keywords] sugar beet， direct sowing. wind-proof seedb巴d，hot 

1 Introduction 

Hokkaido is a major sugar beet production region in 

J apan. Sugar beet is cultivated by direct sowing in 

Europe， while it is mainly transplanted in J apan to 

maintain high sugar productivity. Production cost and 

working hours for sugar beet transplanting in J apan are 

three and seven times， respectively， higher than those in 

England (Terawaki， 2004). Furthermore， the rapid de-

crease of agricultural population has become a serious 

problem of J apanese agriculture due to a lack of farm 

successors. There has thus been a shift from trans-

planting to direct sowing of sugar beet. The percentage 

of direct sowing area increased from approximately l.6 

% in 2004 to 7.0 % in 2008 and to 11.2 % in 2009 (Kajiyama， 

2008; Nguyen et al.， 2010). However， the adoption rate of 

direct sowing sugar beet is not as expected due to its low 

yield. On average， the yield associated with the direct 

sowing sugar beet was 14 %， or approximately 10 ton per 

hectare， lower than that of the transplanting sugar beet 

(Inano et al.， 2006). Several reasons， such as wind damage 

due to strong wind and sand-fly， frost， soil crust occur 

rence and incorrect application rate of fertilizer have 

accounted for the decrease in yield of direct sowing 

sugar beet (Ohnami， 2009). 

Among the above-mentioned reasons， wind damage is 

one of meteorological phenomena， which is characterized 

by a negative effect on growth of sugar beet at the early 

germination stage. The occurrence of wind damage 

depends on wind velocity， wind direction， soil condition 

and the location of windbreaks such as trees and facilities 

around sugar beet fields. A field investigation revealed 

that young sugar beet seedlings were most likely 

damaged if the soil surface is dry and 10 m/s wind lasts 

in 3 hours (Ohnami， 2009). It was reported that the 

maximum wind velocity during ten years from 1989 to 

2009 in Obihiro， Hokkaido ranged between 14.9 and 23.4 

m/s (Ichiki et al.， 2009b). Therefore， there is a high risk of 

wind damage in the sugar beet production area of 

Obihiro and its neighboring towns such as Ikeda. 
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Currently， the most common measures for protecting 

young seedlings of the direct sowing sugar beet from 

wind-damage are the establishment of windbreak trees 

and windshield nets， as well as the use of cover crops 

such as wheat (Richard et aL， 1995 ; Ohnami et al目 2006; 

Ohnami， 2009) or barley (Fornstrom and Boehnke， 1976). 

However. windbreak trees would interfere with the 

maintenance and operation of farm equipment. while 

windshield nets require installation and removal efforts. 

Furthermore， although cover crops are effective against 

wind and sand-fly， an application of herbicide is required 

to wither the cover crops after a stable growth of young 

sugar beet seedlings (Ohnami， 2009) 

In this study， we proposed a new wind-damage meas-

ure in which the young seedlings are protected from 

strong winds by seedbed with two A寸lapedridges at 

the left and right sides of the sowing position. Wind 

tunnel tests and computer simulation were employed to 

optimize the height of the ridges， The effect of sand-fly 

on the establishment of the sugar beet seedlings was not 

included in this step and will be considered in the future 

research. Wind velocity at different heights above the 

model was measured using hot-wire method， while wind 

velocity vector was monitored by PIV technique目 These

wind flow characteristics were also numerically simulated 

by CFD. Based on the measured and simulated results， a 

ridger was developed that could form two A-shaped ridges 

at both sides of the sowing position， The ridger is mounted 

at the rear of sowing units of a precision sugar beet 

seeder which was developed by authors (Ichiki et aL， 

2009a). The profile of the wind-proof seedbed was meas-

ured after sowing sugar beet to accurately evaluate 

whether the ridger is capable of making wind-proof ridges. 

11 Materials and methods 

1. Profile of the wind同proofseedbed 

Field tests were conducted in sugar beet fields in 

Ikeda， Hokkaido to investigate the relationship between 

wind velocity and damage to young seedlings (Ichiki， 

2007). The test results showed no wind damage after the 

germination of young seedlings in the fields at a wind 

velocity of 1.87 m/s on average near the seedlings was 

The wind同proofseedbed should thus reduce the velocity 

of strong winds to approximately 2 m/ s at an elevation of 

about 2 cm above the sowing position. Figure 1 shows a 

cross section of the wind-proof seedbed for the direct 

sowing sugar beet. The lateral dimensions of the wind-

proof seedbed were determined by considering the 

width of the original seedbed， the dimensions of the 

sowing units， the soil volume formed by the covering 

ーがv Jγ「
Fig. 1 Profile of the wind-proof seedbed for direct sowing 

sugar beet 

discs and the effects on the growth of sugar beet such as 

sowing depth and water infiltration in case of heavy rain， 

while the height of the wind-proof seedbed was opti四

mized by the wind tunnel tests and the computer simu】

lations. The width of the A-shaped ridges on the left and 

right side of the sowing position was set at 130 mm (Fig. 1). 

2， Wind tunnel tests 

A closed田circuittunnel at the National Institute of 

Rural Engineering， ]apan was utilized to conduct the 

wind tunnel tests. Because the height of the wind flow 

exit (Fig. 2a) is 0.5 m， the maximum wind velocity was at 

a height of 0.25 m with respect to the bottom wall of the 

tunneL The height of 0.25 m was chosen as a reference 

height for the wind tunnel tests as well as for the CFD 

simulation 

Field measurement of vertical wind velocity profile at 

different elevations above the surface of the sugar beet 

fields also indicated that variation of wind velocity at 

different heights could be expressed by a simple power 

law with a high coefficient of determination of 0.996 as 

shown in Eqn (1) (Ichiki， 2007). 
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where v is wind velocity at height h (m/s) ; Vref is wind 

velocity at a reference height href (m/s) ; and 0.183 is an 

exponential coefficient. 

Then the wind velocity at the reference height of 0.25 

m predicted by Eqn (1) was approximately 10m/s. 

Therefore， wind tunnel tests were completed at two 

levels of wind velocity of 8 and 12 m/s and with the wind 

direction perpendicular to the length of the seedbed 

(1) Measurement of wind velocity by hot-wire method 

Figure 2a shows a schematic view of the experimental 

setup for hot-wire measurements of wind velocity at 

different elevations above a wooden model of the wind-

proof seedbed. The seedbed model having two A-shaped 

ridges with different heights of 3， 5 and 8 cm was per-

pendicularly placed in front of the wind flow exit. Meas-

urements of the wind velocity were conducted at 61 

points whose coordiantes were determined by seedbed 
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Fig.2 S巴tupfor hot-wire m巴asurement: a) schematic view of test apparatuses : b) coordinates of measurem巴ntpomts 
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lateral distance (X-axis) and seebed elevation (五回is)in 

the windward and leeward sides of the sowing position 

(Fig. 2b). The measurements were made with tunnel 

wind flow rate at maximum velocities of 8 and 12 m/s 

using an X-wire probe (0252R-T5， Kanomax) installed at 

each measurement point. Similar measur巴mentswithout 

th巴twoAshaped ridges w巴realso conducted for evalu-

ating the wind-proof efficiency of the ridges. The probes 

were oriented to measure only the horizontal component 

of the wind velocity. The X-wire probe was calibrated 

against a Pitot tube in the free stream using a least 

squares procedure， which resulted in an average differ-

ence of less than 0.5%. Data were recorded within 5 

seconds at a sampling rate of 100 Hz using a hot-wire 

anemometer (Kanomax， System 7000ser) 

(2) Measurement of wind v巴locityvector by PIV 

technique 

Particle image velocim巴trytechnique was utilized to 

detemine the characteristics of th巴 windflow over the 

wind-proof seedbed model. which could not be observed 

by hot-wire measurement. The wind velocity at various 

points in the wind flow was simultaneously determined 

using a PIV system (VidVector PIV， Oxford Lasers Ltd.， 

Fig. 3). Fog (propylene glycol)， which was generated by a 

smoke generator (Kanomax， Model 8304)， was used as a 

trac巴rfor tracing the wind flow. The fog was illuminated 

with a laser sheet during wind tunnel testing and 20 

images of the investigation region were captured within 

5 seconds for each test. The size of the investigation 

region was 10 cm high and 10 cm wide for the ridge 

heights of 3 and 5 cm， and 20 x 20 cm for the 8 cm ridge 

height. Cross-correlation of the images was subsequently 

analyzed by VidPIV software to obtain maps of the wind 

velocity vectors. Th巴 windtunnel was run at the 

maximum wind velocity of 8 m/s for the different rigde 

Fig. 3 Schematic view of apparatuses for PIV test 

heights of 3， 5 and 8 cm. No measurements at the 

maximum wind velocity of 12 m/s were made because 

PIV images captured at this wind velocity could not be 

processed due to a low density of the tracer during the 

test run 

3. Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations of 

wind turbulence 

CFD technique was utilized to simulate the wind flow 

above the wind-proof seedbed with normal and skew巴d

directions of the inlet wind with respect to the seedbed 

length. The computational domain for the wind-proof 

seedbed model is depicted in Fig. 4a. The height and the 

width of the domain were l.00 and 0.89 m， respectively， 

while the length was l.00 and 2.00 m， respectively， for the 

normal and the skewed wind directions. The difference 

in the length of the CFD domain resulted from 

consideration of the effect of initial conditions on the 

simulation at the 45-degree wind inlet angle. XYZ 

coordinate system was used to det巴rminethe points at 

which the wind velocity was pr巴dicted.In the case of the 

45-degree wind inlet. the wind velocity was determin巴d

at Z= l.8 m for the ridge heights of 3 and 5 cm and Z= l.9 

m for the ridge height of 8 cm. The GAMBIT program 
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a) complltational domai口 b) cross section of meshed domains for different ridge heights 

(Note that Yニ ois the sowing plane. z=o is at the position of the rear vertical plane， and x=o is the symmetry plane 

of th巴 complltationaldomain) 

Fig. 4 CFD computational domain and cross section of meshed domains 

Table 1 T巴stplots 

Field specification Field 1 Field II 

Plot A Plot B Plot C 

brown lowland soil 
36 

Soil type 
Soil moistllr巴content(96) 
Tillag巴depth(cm) 
Sowing day 

brown lowland soil 
33 
20 20 

Apr 19， 2009 May 3rcl， 2010 
Seed bed type 
S巴巴dbedwidth (cm) 
Sowing int巴rval(cm) 

Wind-proof seedbed Conventional seedbed 
60 

Wind-proof seedb巴d
66 

was used to automatically divide the computational 

domain into discrete elements. Based on the results of 

hot-wire measurements， a uniform mesh was generated 

for elevations higher than 20， 22 and 25 cm corresponding 

to the ridge heights (H) of 3， 5 and 8 cm， while non-

uniform m巴shwas generated for lower elevations， at 

which turbulence was induced. A cross section of the 

meshed domain is displayed in Fig. 4b. The number of 

elements for different se巴dbedheights of 3， 5 and 8 cm 

was 154，300， 161，500 and 313，747， respectively 

Turbulence modeling of a homogeneous incompress 

ible wind flow was carri巴dout using the standard k-ε 

model. Boundary conditions for the inlet were wind 

velocity of 8 and 12 m/s， and with wind inlet angles of 0 

(normal) and 45 degree (skewed). Zero gauge pressure 

was therefore determined as the boundary condition for 

the outlet. The symmetry boundary condition for the 

walls in case of normal inlet wind was normal wind 

velocity， whereas it was zero gauge pressure for skewed 

inlet wind. Convergence condition for the CFD simula 

tion was satisfied as residual error was below 0.001， 

corresponding to an iteration of 1000 times 

4. Field tests for the wind-proof seedbed 

Three t巴stplots with the conventional seedbeds and 

the wind-proof seedbed were established in sugar beet 

fields in Ikeda. Test plot design is reported in Table l. 

18.3 18.3 

Four ridgers for making wind-proof seedbeds with ridge 

height of 5 cm were developed and attached to a four-

row sugar beet seeder with fertilizer (Fig. 5a). Each 

ridger consists of two pairs of dual田angledpr巴ssure

wheels mounted to the sowing unit by a hitch link (Fig 

5b). The pressure wheels are coated with rubber. The 

soil volume moved over the seedbed for forming ridges is 

made by adjusting the depth of the covering discs of the 

sowing unit (Fig. 5a). The stability of the ridges is 

achieved by setting the soil compression by means of a 

spring assembled in the hitch link (Fig. 5b) 

After sowing sugar beet in all experimental fields， the 

profiles of the conventional and wind-proof seedbeds 

wer巴 measuredby an apparatus using a laser displace-

ment sensor (LK-G505， Keyence) and a controller (LK-

G3000， Keyence). The outline of the apparatus is depicted 

in Fig. 6. A sensor carrier was moved across a rigid 

frame， which was set perpendicularly to the seedbed 

length， using a rack-pinion system in order to measure 

the height from the sensor to the ground for every 5 mm 

The lateral displacement of the sensor is calculated from 

the rotation of the pinions which is d巴tectedby an rotary 

encoder. Start and stop of sensor measurement are 

activated using limit switches and stoppers. Measured 

data were recored using a computer with sampling rate 

100 Hz. The seedbed profiles were derived from the 
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hitch link spnng 

a) pr巴cisionsugar beet fertilizer seed巴r b) ridger with dual-angled pressure whe巴ls

Fig. 5 Ridgers mount巴dto a precision sugar be巴tseed巴rfor making wind-proof s巴edbeds

Fig. 6 Outline of apparatus for measuring se巴dbedprofile 

measured height and the lateral displacement of the 

sensor to evaluate the ridg巴makingperformance of the 

ridgers. The profile of the wind-proof seedbed in Field II 

was futher measured at the same location one week and 

one month after the sowing to monitor a change in the 

profile of the seedbed. The wind proofing ability of the in 

Field I was verified by measuring the wind velocity at 

different elevations of 1. 5. 10 and 150 cm above the 

sowing position of the wind-proof seedbed and 

comparing to those of the conventional seedbed. The 

measurements of wind velocity were made using the hot-

wire method with omnidirectional probes (Kanomax 

0964-01. Fig. 7) at 1 point from 16・45on May 11 to 19 : 00 

on May 12. 2006. The wind direction was determined 

from the records of the J apan Meteorological Agency 

III Results and discussion 

1. Wind tunnel test results 

(1) Hot-wire test results 

Figure 8 shows the profiles of mean horizontal wind 

velocity at different巴levationsabove the wind-proof 

S巴edb巴din the windward and leeward sides with resp巴ct

to sowing position.The v巴rticalwind velocity profile was 

obtained for different ridge heights of O. 3. 5 and 8 cm at 

Fig. 7 Omnidirectional probes fixed above the wind-proof 

seedbed for measuring wind velocity 

the two inlet wind velocities of 8 and 12 m/s. The graph 

horizontal axis was nondimensionalized by the ratio 

between the point-measured wind velocity v and the 

maximum wind velocity vmax of the same X coordinate 

As can be seen from Fig. 8. while the wind velocity at 

X = -23 cm gradually increased with elevation. it sharply 

increased near the seedbed top in the leeward side (X = 
12. -6. 0 and 6 cm) indicating a decelerated boundary 

layer started at the top of the seedbed ridge. The 

decelerated boundary layer expanded into the leeward 

side at X = 0 and 6 cm and the wind velocity reached 

maximum value at higher elevation of the wind-proof 

seedbed. The point-measured wind velocity for the ridge 

heights of 5 and 8 cm was slightly higher than that 

without ridges at a certain elevation in the leeward side. 

revealing that an acc巴leratedregion was formed after 

the wind flow moved over the top of the ridge. Moreover. 

the accelerated region rose with increasing ridge height 

At the inlet wind velocity of 8 m/s. the measured wind 

velocity V(O.2) at the sowing position (X=Ocm. Y=2cm) 
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Fig. 9 Wind velocity vector field maps obtained for inlet win velocity of 8 m/s 

with the ridge heights of 3， 5 and 8 cm was reduced to 2.3， 

0.43 and 0.44 m/s， respectively. That for the case of the 

inlet wind velocity of 12m/s was 5.8， 2.1 and 0.84m/s. 

These results indicate that a seedbed with a ridge height 

of approximately 5 cm could reduce the wind velocity 

near young seedlings to less than 2 m/s if the wind 

direction is perpendicular to the seedbed length 

(2) PIV test results 

Figure 9 presents the profiles of mean wind v巴locity

vectors obtained by PIV analysis for different ridge 

heights at an inlet wind velocity of 8m/s. The arrows 

show the wind direction， while the colors indicate its 

velocity amplitude 

A wind flow separation occurred at the top of the ridge 

determining the decelerated boundary layer. When the 

ridge height increased， the slope of the vectors in the 
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Fig. 10 Simulated wind velocity profile at the sowing position of the for normal and 45 degree skewed inlet wind flow with 

velocity of : a， c) 8 m/ s ; b， d) 12 m/ s 

mainstream flow increased. An accelerated region was 

also observed at the upper leeward side of the ridge. 

Moreover， a recirculation in the decelerated region was 

observed at the ridge height of 3 cm resulting in a higher 

wind velocity at the leeward side of the ridge than with 

the 5 cm ridge height (Fig 9 a， b). These results agreed 

with the hot-wire measurement data 

Figure 9c shows that the wind velocity in the decel-

erated region for 8 cm ridge height was much higher 

than that for 5 cm ridge. This differed from the results of 

hot-wire measurements and could be accounted for due 

to the appearance of error vectors in the decelerated 

region resulting from low tracer density. 

2. CFD simulation results 

Simulated vertical wind velocity profiles at the center 

of the wind-proof seedbed (X = 0 cm) are presented in 

Fig. 10， showing comparisons between different ridge 

heights and inlet wind velocity， and Fig. 11 shows the 

wind velocity contours over the wind-proof seedbed for 

the normal and skewed directions of the inlet wind. The 

contours were colored on a scale determined by wind 

velocity magnitude 

For normal inlet wind direction， the predicted values 

of wind velocity v (0， 2) at the sowing position (X =0 cm， Y 

= 2 cm) for the ridge heights of 3 and 5 cm were 

respectively 2.1， and 1.3 m/s for 8 m/s inlet wind velocity， 

and were respectively 3.1. and 1.9m/s for 12m/s inlet 

wind velocity (Figs 10a， b). The agreement between the 

predicted values and the hot-wire measurements for the 

3 and 5 cm ridge heights indicates that the CFD 

simulation with the standard k-e turbulence model could 

closely predict the wind velocity in the leeward side at 

low ridge heights. However， in the case of the 8 cm ridge 

height. V(0，2) was 3.8 and 5.8 m/s for the inlet wind 

velocity of 8 and 12 m/s， respectively and much larger 

than the measured values. Meanwhile， the CFD simula-

tion slightly overpredicted the wind velocity v (0， 25) at the 

reference height (X = 0 cm， Y = 25 cm) in the accelerated 

region， which in the case of 8 m/s inlet wind velocity was 

9.6 and 11.2 m/s， and in the case of 12 m/s inlet wind 

velocity was 14.1 and 16.8m/s， for ridge heights of 5 and 

8 cm， respectively. The difference between the predicted 

and measured values of the wind velocity could be 

contributed to the formation of separation bubbles as can 

be seen in Fig. 11. Therefore，an improvement of the CFD 

calculation for the wind-proof seedbed with 8 cm ridge 

heightis necessary 

For 45 degree-skewed inlet wind direction， the vertical 

wind velocity profiles show a slower wind velocity in the 

accelerated region in comparison with those of normal 

inlet wind direction (Figs. 10c and d). This was due to a 

decrease of ridge steep encountered by the wind flow 
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Fig. 11 Simulated velocity contour over the wind-proof seedbed 

when it obliquely moved over the wind-proof seedbed 

The wind velocity v(O. 2) with ridge heights of 3， 5， and 8 

cm was 8.4， 5.3， and 1.6 m/s， and 8.0， 7.6， and 2.6 m/s for 8 

and 12 m/s inlet wind velocity， respectively. The skewed 

direction also reduced the size of the separation bubbles 

as shown in Fig. 11. The predicted wind velocity v(O 25) 

for the ridge height of 3 cm was almost the same as that 

of the normal inlet wind direction. However. the 

predicted values of v(O 25) with the ridge heights of 5 and 

8cm were respectively 8.6 and 9.3m/s for inlet wind 

velocity of 8m/s， and was respectively 12.8 and 13.9m/s 

for inl巴twind velocity of 12 m/s， and less than those in 

th巴caseof the normal inlet wind direction. This may be 

contributed to the smaller size of separation bubbles for 

45 degree-skewed inlet wind direction at the leeward 

side of the wind-proof seedbed (Fig. 11). The CFD 

simulation indicated that the ridge height should be 

increased to more than 5 cm if the wind-proof seedbed is 

subjected to a skewed inlet wind flow with velocity 

greater than 8 m/s in order to reduce the v(O. 2) to near 2 

m/s. 

3. Field test results 

Figure 12 shows profile of three wind-proof seedbeds 

and of three conventional seedbeds m巴asuredin Fields 1 

and II. Th巴profileof the conventional seedbed indicated 
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that sugar beet seedlings would be exposed to the wind 

(Fig. 12a). The average ridge height of the wind-proof 

seedbed was 4.8士0.3and 5.1土0.4cm for Plots A and C， 

respectively， and approximately the same as the set 

value of 5cm. According to the records of the Japan 

M巴teorologicalAgency for Ikeda in 2010， the precipita-

tion was 27 mm on May 7， and strong winds with velocity 

of 10.3 to 17.6 m/s occurred on May 3， 4， 5， 6， and 8. The 

profile of the wind-proof seedbed measured in the Plot C 

on May 10， i. e. one week after the sowing day， showed a 

decrease of ridge height due to the soil erosion caused by 

the strong winds and th巴 rain，which made ridge tops 

lower than those for May 3. But the soil erosion did not 

increase the sowing depth of sugar beet seeds (Fig. 12b) 

The wind-proof seedbed then b巴camestable since its 

profile measured in J une 2nd was almost the same as 

that for May 10， despite several rains and strong winds 

The final ridge height was 4.3:t 0.2 cm， 0.8 cm less than 

the original ridge height 

Figure 13 shows the map of Field 1. According to the 

records of the Japan Meteorological Agency on May 19， 

2009， there was a strong wind from the WSW direction 

with a maximum instantaneous velocity of 20. 6 m/s 

(measured at 10 m above the ground). The angle between 

the seedbed length and the wind direction depicted in 
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Measured profiles of sugar beet seedbed in : a) Field 1 ; b) Field II Fig.12 

Measured wind v巴locityat different seedbed elevations in Field 1 Table 2 

Wind v巴locityat different elevation (m/s) 

lcm 5cm lOcm 150cm 

9 . 9 11 .7 12. 1 18.6 
5.1 5.9 6.3 10.2 
3.9 7.1 10.9 
2.1 2.8 5.5 

Max 

Ave 
Max 

Ave 

Seedbed typ巴

Conventional s巴edbed

Wind-proof seedbed 

verified the wind-proof performance of the wind-proof 

seedbed. 

In this study， hot-wire measurement， PIV analysis and 

CFD simulations were carried out to investigate the 

characteristics of wind flow over the wind-proof seedbed. 

Field tests were also conducted to verify the effect of the 

wind目proofseedbed on reducing the speed of strong winds 

near the young sugar beet seedlings. The following con目

clusions were drawn : 

1) An innovative seedbed with two ̂  -shaped ridges on 

the left and right of the sowing position was adopted 

to shelter the young sugar beet seedlings from strong 

winds. 

2) A ridger mounted to a sugar beet seeder for making 

wind-proof seedbed was developed based on the 

results of the wind tunnel tests and the results of the 

computer simulations. 

3) Wind目proofseedbed with 5-cm ridges were able to 

significantly deccelerate the velocity of the normal 

inlet wind flow near young seedlings. 

4) Field test results showed that the wind velocity at an 

Conclusions IV 

Maps of sugar beet test plots showing seedbed 

l巴ngthand inlet wind direction 
Fig.13 

Fig. 13 was approximately 106 degree for Field 1. Meas 

urement results of wind velocity (Table 2) showed that 

the maximum wind velocity measured at 1.5 m above the 

ground was 18.6 m/s and closely agreed with the record 

of the J apan Meteorological Agency. The measured 

values of wind velocity above the seedbeds indicated 

that the wind】proofseedbed reduced the maximum wind 

velocity at 1 cm above the ground by 60 % in comparison 

with the conventional seedbed. from 9.9 m/s to 3.9 m/s on 

maximum and from 5.1 m/s to 2.1 m/s on average. This 
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elevation of 1 cm above the sowing position of the 

wind-proof seedbed was reduced by 60 % in com-

parison with that of the conventional seedbed， 

5) The effect of sand-fly on the establishment of the 

sugar beet seedlings should be considered in the 

future research， 
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「研究論文」

てん菜の直播栽培における生育初期の風害を回避するた

めの耐風害播種床に関する研究

市来秀之*11. NGUYEN Van Nang*l・吉永慶太ネ1・宮崎

昌宏キ1.上加裕子叫

要 t:::. 
国

てん菜直播栽培において 出芽直後の苗の生育初期で

は春先の強風で風害を受けやすく，てん菜直播が普及拡

大しない lつの要因となっている。本研究では，てん莱

直播の生育初期の風害回避について，播種位置の両側に

八形状の防風壁を造成した播種床(以下，耐風害播種床)

の有効性を明らかにすることを目的とした。風洞実験に

おいて，熱糠風速計と粒子画像流速測定法 (PIV) を使

用して風速分布，および風速ベクトル分布を計測し耐

風害播種床周辺の気流状態を明らかにした。さらに，数

値流体力学 (CFD) によるシミュレーションで，耐風害

播種床周辺の風速コンターを示した。測定およびシミュ

レーション結果に基づいて 高さ 5cmのA型防風壁を

造成する耐風害播種床形成機構を試作し，現地農家ほ場

においてほ場試験を行った。ほ場試験では，てん菜播種

機に装着した耐風害播種床形成機構によって，造成した

耐風害播種床は降雨と強風により壁の高さが lcm程度

低くなったものの，播種深さには影響を与えず，播種位

置の地面から高さ lcmの耐風害播種床の風速は，慣行

播種床に比較して約 60%低下することが示された。
[キーワード]てん菜，直播，耐風害播種床，熱線流速計， PIV測定

法， CFDシミュレーション
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コメント

[閲読者のコメント 1]

本報は，直播テンサイの風害を軽減する播種床形状に

関する研究である。テンサイ生産の低コストを図る上で

直播栽培技術への期待は大きいが，いくつかの技術的要

因により普及拡大には至っていない。初期生育段階の風

害も普及を妨げる要因の 1つであり，本研究の意義は大

きい。風洞実験や数値解析シミュレーションにより，こ

れまでに知り得なかった播種床形状と地表面付近の風

速・風向を明らかにしたこと，本課題に対する数値解析

シミュレーシヨンの精度と問題点を明らかにしたこと

等，多くの有効な知見が得られている点は評価できる。

しかし本研究においては飛んできた土壌粒子がテンサ

イ苗に衝突して与える損傷について，土壌粒子の挙動は

考慮されておらず，提案された播種床形状が風害回避に

有効と判断するにはデータ，考察が不十分で、ある。

[閲読者のコメン卜 2]

風害は北海道に限らず，陛界中の耕地における問題で

あり，それを解決する一手段を開発したことに意義があ

ると思う。また，その現象を普遍化するため，基礎的試

験を風洞実験等において証明し 学術的価値は高いと判

断する。ただし風害のほとんどは風によって飛ばされ

た土の粒子が作物体に当たり，損傷を与えることで発生

する。本論文は風速やガスによるシミュレーションの結

果であるが，ガスの粒子と土粒子では比重が異なるため，

土粒子の場合，今回の結果が適応できるか証明する必要

がある。

[両コメン卜に対する著者の見解]

ありがとうございます。本報を風害回避に有効な播種

床を見いだすための第 1歩と位置づけ，研究範囲を土壌

粒子の挙動を考慮しない風速・風向解析に限定してとり

まとめました。土壌粒子の挙動と苗の損傷軽減効果は，

今後の課題とします。
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